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ABSTRACT: 

In an earlier day’s security protocols are not feasible for 

wireless sensor networks(WSN) because of their resource 

constraint nature, here security part is challenging and 

solution is required to be addressed. Now a day’s wireless 

sensor networks are the active area of research and owed to 

large number of applications. The main aim is to increase the 

robustness of a network against attacks such as Man in 

Middle using the ECC (elliptic Curve Crypto system).  Elliptic 

Curve Cryptography has been considered a feasible 

cryptographic technique due to its low computational 

overhead Securing WSN in the IoT application permits by 

proposing the mechanism that ensures the connectivity 

among devices and with lower costs in terms of consumption 

of energy and resource usage.  

Keywords – Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), Internet Of 

Things(IoT), Digital Signature(DS), ECC(Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography). 

INTRODUCTION:  

In the Internet of things, wireless sensor network has 

been extensively discussed and security part is still in the list of 

relevant challenges and solution and it is need to mentioned and 

improved in the IOT (internet of things). WSN comprises of 

huge number of nodes and those nodes are jammed and set up 

either inside the occurrence or very near to it. 

Wireless Sensor Network has low cost, low power devices used 

in sensing applications has several challenges, like security 

being conserved over the attacks and it update the data and 

communicate between sensors.  

WSN has low cost, low power devices used in sensing 

applications has several challenges, like security being 

conserved over the attacks and it update the data and 

communicate between sensors.  

WSN has low cost, low power devices used in sensing 

applications has several challenges, like security being 

conserved over the attacks and it update the data and 

communicate between sensors.  

Using ECC in wireless sensor networks gives the efficient 

results because ECC use a smaller number of bits for 

authentications it will help in both hardware and software 

applications.  

ARCHITECTURE OF WSN: 

Components of WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) 

listed below: 

 

1. Security Manager  

This component is responsible for generation, key 

storage and management. 

2. Network Manager 

It is responsible for network configuration and 

management of Routing table and also schedule the 

communication among devices and update the stability 

of network. 

3. Field devices 

Enables the network process and to be able of routing 

packets. 

4. Gateways 

Gateway allows the communication among field devices 

and nodes. 

We have creating two nodes for communication and input the 

values to that nodes and creating two private keys for that nodes 

and one prime value to be added , after enter all the input values 

to the equation we can import file for encryption if the values 

are fitted to the equation then it will be encrypt the message 

otherwise it shows the assertion error , when values will be 

fitted to equation  we import file to encryption if it matches it 

gives the digital signature for the security purpose and message 

will be decrypted.  

 

 

PROPOSED METHOD: 

In a proposed system is able to authenticate and also it 

manages the keys and communication between the sensors. In 

this approach we need three steps those are  
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 Deployment of network 

 Encryption and decryption mechanisms 

 Recognition of neighbor 

These steps adopted to implement the project and encryption 

and decryption process ensures the security through digital 

signature. 

According to resource constraints, the mechanism gives the 

security to data and attacks from internet will prevent. Each 

sensor will be integrated with wireless node those are call it as 

end devices. Those devices form a mesh networks and transfer 

the data through network. 

Almost all the wireless networks connected through the 

gateways and they will be protected by powerful and in a 

unique gateway. To ensure the privacy and security innovative 

mechanism to be proposed. 

In figure 2 We have creating two nodes for communication and 

input the values to that nodes and creating two private keys for 

that nodes and one prime value to be added , after enter all the 

input values to the equation we can import file for encryption if 

the values are fitted to the equation then it will be encrypt the 

message otherwise it shows the assertion error , when values 

will be fitted to equation  we import file to encryption if it 

matches it gives the digital signature for the security purpose 

and message will be decrypted. 

 

Fig.2 showing two sensor nodes communicating each other.  

Equation of ECC 𝑦2 = 𝑥3 + 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏 here A and B is having 

different values and varies in curves. ECC having a small key 

size as we know 162 bit key , p is a prime number 

In ECC we are having smaller key size i.e, 160-bit key and it 

will be more secured compared to RSA , RSA is having 1024-

bit key.  

Point Multiplication 

In this we have to do the multiplication of points those are point 

P multiplied with point K and Q in same elliptic curve. 

 Q = KP 

Point multiplication is completed by two steps those are listed 

below. 

STEP 1: Point Addition 

In this we add points P and Q and result will be 

obtained in θ 

θ = P + Q 

STEP 2 : Point Doubling 

Fig 3 : Here, we have to do addition of point P and it 

is obtained in Point R. 

 (R = 2P) 

 

Fig 4 : Second point R on the curve; and the Point R is the point 

we want to compute. 

ELLIPTIC CURVE DIGITAL SIGNATURE (ECDSA) 

We use ECDSA i.e., operates on elliptic curve cryptography to 

communicate node A to node B both the nodes agree with 

Elliptic curve domain parameters. 

ECDSA algorithm is used to provide the authentication 

between the hosts.  

Stages of ECDSA is listed below - 

 Generate a key 

 Generate a Signature 

 Verification of Signature 
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Generate a Key using ECDSA  

An entity A’s is An connected with a particular set of Elliptic 

curve domain parameters D= (a,b,n,h,G,q,FR). E is an elliptic 

curve, and q is a prime order i.e., E(Fq). Point A does the 

following steps. “ 

Step 1 : choose any number for d to the interval[n-1, 1]. 

Step 2  :  Calculate Q=dP 

Where Q is Public key and A is private Key. 

 

Generation of Signature in ECDSA 

An entity A and message m and domain Parameters D. 

Where D= (FR, a, b, n, h, G, q). 

An entity A does the following steps  

Step 1 : Select any number k in interval 

[n-1,1]. 

Step 2 : Calculate 𝑘𝑃 = 𝑋1, 𝑌1 and 𝑟 = 𝑋1  

mod (n), If r=0 then go back to step 1 

Step 3 : Calculate 𝑘^(−1)mod (n). 

Step 4 : Calculate s = 𝑘−1{ℎ(𝑚)+𝑑𝑟}𝑚𝑜𝑑(𝑛),   

if 𝑠 = 0, go back to step1. 

The signature for the message m is the pair of 

integers (r, s). 

 

Fig 5 : Digital Signature Generation 

Verification of Signature in ECDSA 

Validate the verification of Signature  

For A (r, s) on message m  

For B, it will copy the domain of A and D = (FR, b, a, h, n, G) 

and public key Q. 

Step 1 : Substantiate r and s are numbers in the  

interlude [n-1,1] 

Step 2 : Calculate 𝑤 = 𝑠−1𝑚𝑜𝑑 (𝑛)𝑎𝑛𝑑 ℎ(𝑚)  

Step 3 : Calculate 𝑢1 − ℎ(𝑚)𝑚𝑜𝑑(𝑛). 

Step 4 : Calculate 𝑢2 = 𝑟𝑊 𝑚𝑜𝑑 (𝑛). 

Step 5 : Calculate 𝑢1𝑃 + 𝑢2𝑄 = (𝑥0, 𝑦0)𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣 =
𝑥0 𝑚𝑜𝑑 (𝑛).  

𝑖𝑓 𝑣 = 𝑟  then signature will be accepted. 

 

Fig 6 : Digital Signature Verification 

ECDH (Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman) 

An unsigned agreement of key protocol agrees two parties in 

Diffie Hellman Elliptic Curve, those two parties having a 

private and public key in elliptic curve, to launch the shared 

secrete key, and the channel is not secured. The shared secrete 

is used directly as key or it may use different key for encryption 

using symmetric key cipher. 

Using Public and Private keys, Public information that is shared 
between the two parties 

Shared secrete keys is do not give the permission to access of 

private details for third parties and also not have permission to 

access public data. Those two parties will compute the shared 

secrete.  

ECDH Overview  

By using Diffie Hellman Elliptic Curve parameters we can 

create the shared secrete between the two parties A and B.A and 

B have to agree with the elliptic curve domain parameters. 

Private Keys dA and QA and Public Keys dB and QB are the 

two key pairs of B.  A and B Consist of Private key d, and 

Public Keys 𝑄 = 𝑑𝐺  

Step 1 : A calculates 𝑘 = 𝑑𝐴 × 𝑄𝐵 = (𝑥𝐾, 𝑦𝐾) 

Step 2 : B calculates 𝐿 = 𝑑𝐵 × 𝑄𝐴 = (𝑥𝐿, 𝑦𝐿) 

 Hence dBdAG=dAdBG=dAQB=dBQA. 

 Therefore 𝐿 = 𝐾 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥𝐿 = 𝑥𝐾 
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The Shared Secrete key is xK 

We are not able to find the public key K i.e., private key of (dA 

or dB) and the third party will not be obtaining the shared key. 

 

Fig 7 : Private  and Public Keys Generation 

RESULT: 

  

Encrypted Text for Decoding 

 

Calculated Private Key for decryption and gives Digital 

Signature 

 

Decrypted Secret Text 

CONCLUSION: 

In an Elliptic Curve Cryptography, a strong security 

mechanism over the attacks will be recommended to avoid 

Man-in-Middle Attack, we use public key authentication 

mechanism and create a secrete key (private key) between the 

nodes. We require 160-bit  authentication of a message for a 

single modular exponentiation and also a single scalar 

multiplication, and it reduces the cost of the authentication. It 

also verifies the digital signature. 
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